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There have been rumors since the announcement of the Strikeforce Heavyweight GP that
Strikeforce's head honcho
Scott Coker
had plans on running a leg of the Strikeforce Heavyweight GP in Japan, of all places. He wants
this tournament to have a "global" feel to it, and running in a new market like Japan seems like
a no-brainer.

I really haven't given this much thought, as it seemed like big plans with no follow-through.
Especially after Coker had all of this big talk about running Cowboys Stadium in Texas, a feat
that a Manny Pacquiao fight sold 50,000+ tickets to. A bit of insanity if you ask many, as UFC
has yet to even approach such a large stadium. Japan, on the other hand, seems to be a very
real possibility. On Tuesday night I spoke with
MMA Torch about the
announcement from the UFC in regards to their "Japanese expansion" and Jamie surprised me
with a question about Strikeforce running Japan.

Honestly, Strikeforce has a much better chance of running Japan than the UFC does, this year
next year or after. The logic behind this is very, very simple, but also very solid. The big thing is
that to run in Japan, you have to be ready to make concessions and promote in Japan. UFC's
expansion is, well, underwhelming. They have an obscure pay-TV network they run on and will
now feature some mobile video services, but none of this is very interesting to fans in Japan.
Without live shows, a broadcast television network and some star power the UFC has no real
hopes. Their attitude of "all or nothing" will be their achilles heel in Japan.

Strikeforce, though, seem to know what it means to do business in Japan, and according to ES
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PN.com's Josh Gross
, Scott Coker is planning to meet with Real Entertainment to discuss an April 9th event. When I
spoke with MMA Torch, I explained that the only real way for Strikeforce to promote in Japan
would be to work with another company, and with FEG's future uncertain, the DREAM partner
company, Real Entertainment made perfect sense. Real has fighter contracts (most of the
DREAM fighters), production staff, television partners, sponsors and a lot more.

If you take into account fighters like Fedor Emelianenko, Alistair Overeem, Josh Barnett,
Antonio Silva, Fabricio Werdum and Sergei Kharitonov
,
all of these fighters have established name value in Japan. For Fedor Emelianenko this would
be a grand homecoming for him. For Alistair Overeem this would be the K-1 and DREAM
Champion fighting in his home away from home turf. Also consider that Satoshi Ishii could have
a Strikeforce contract by then and that
Tatsuya Kawajiri
just defeated Josh Thomson at Dynamite!!, so a possible bout between Kawajiri and Gilbert
Melendez could be big for Japanese fans as well.

Strikeforce also seems to be considering working with Real Entertainment even more , says
Gross. Real Entertainment is going to take some of those fighter contracts that they have and
with Strikeforce's help, put on a Lightweight tournament, with our without DREAM. It looks like
Strikeforce is taking Japan seriously and are willing to "play ball." Now, if it will pan out
financially for them, that is another story for another day (or another site, like FightOpinion.com).
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